Neuropsychological testing following head injuries: prosopagnosia without visual field defect.
Assessment of residual cerebral dysfunction in the post-traumatic patient poses considerable problems particularly when the neurological examination yields minimal or equivocal findings. The clinical picture is frequently complicated by emotional disturbance not easily differentiated from "post-traumatic neurosis." This report describes such a patient whose disorder was elicidated by neuropsychological testing. Numerous studies have established the validity of neuropsychological tests particularly when they are interpreted by psychologists specifically trained in their use. These procedures are also useful in differentiating patients with neurologic complaints of a nonorganic etiology from patients with similar complaints secondary to confirmed brain lesions. Although the findings reported here pertain to a patient exhibiting a rare neurologic consequence of closed head injury, the methods employed are applicable to subtle behavioral manifestations of diverse etiologies. Neurophyshological findings in a patient unable to recognize faces of familiar persons (prosopagnosia) disclosed a severe impairment of visual perception despite intact visual acuity and fields. The prosopagnosia was also associated with a pervasive memory deficit without dementia. Our results challenge current concepts of prosopagnosia and support the need for neuropsychological evaluation of post-traumatic patients.